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Fans of Comedy King David Dhawan can now rejoice as the Director No 1 is back with the
much awaited Comic Caper 'Chashme Baddoor'.

The trailer of the film which was recently launched online has become an instant hit with the
youth, specially the youth anthem 'Har Ek Friend Kamina Hota Hai'

Now the makers of the film are gearing up for a Grand Music Launch which would have ace
Choreographer Ganesh Acharya shake an impromptu leg on the song 'Har Ek Friend Kamina
Hota Hai' with his troupe

The Music Launch which is going to happen in a suburban mall is going to witness a
transformation very soon.

The mall is temporarily going to be converted into a Café which would look very similar to the
one in Goa where the film was shot

Since the film’s backdrop is set in Goa where Rishi Kapoor owns a café it was apt for the
makers of the film to come up with the theme of a shack!!

Speaking about this particular theme David said, “Since the film is set in Goa, where Rishi
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Kapoor owns a café, we thought why not do a music launch in a similar kind of theme.. get Goa
to Mumbai! I don’t think so any one has done a music launch like this where the audiences in
the mall can also be a part of this! Chashme Baddoor is a youth film its going to be colorful with
lots of Songs, Performances & much more!! So wait and watch!

Well! This is surely one Music Launch that is going to be much awaited for!!

Directed by David Dhawan & Produced by Viacom 18 Motion Pictures, Chashme Baddoor stars
Ali Zafar, Siddharth, Divyendu Sharma and Southern siren Tapasee who is all set to make her
Bollywood debut this year.

Catch the soon-to-be youth anthem of 2013 as the film hits theaters on 5th April, 2013!
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